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On the cover: Autodesk Ecotect
Analysis 2010 includes tools to
help assess the visual impact of a
design concept. Art direction by
Gwen Thomsen Rhoads.
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techtrends By Nancy Spurling Johnson
Look, but Don’t Touch
Using holograms as design tools is fact, not fantasy.
What’s flat to the touch can be 3D to the eye.

24

userreview By Nathan Byman
InspectionXpert First-Article 2010
This CAD-based tool for quality-inspection reporting
enables one person to do the work of five.
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cadalystlabsreport By Kenneth Wong
Computer-Aided EcoDesign
3D model–based technologies help both building and
product designers make greener decisions:
think less wasteful, less toxic, and even less spendy.
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userreview By Joshua Stollar
KeyCreator Version 9
The right history-free 3D modeling software can make
model production simpler — and much faster.
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cadalystlabsreport By Ron LaFon
Choose the Best Monitor for CAD
A consumer model or a premium performer?
Find the right LCD display for your needs.

28

userprofile By Nancy Spurling Johnson
Self-Taught LISP Guru
Ronald Maneja — AKA Wizman — is an amazing
AutoCAD autodidact. The moral of his story?
Help yourself by helping others.

cadmanager By Robert Green
Pump Up Your Presentations
Like it or not, your job requires polished speaking skills.
Here’s how to fine-tune your talks to staff, upper
management, and clients.
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viewpoint By Randall S. Newton
Arrival of the Desktop Supercomputer
Regardless of the recession, the time is right to invest in
Nehalem-based workstations. Make it your strategy to
get the power into the right hands.
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circlesandlines By Lynn Allen
Please Pass the Parametrics
AutoCAD users can finally enjoy the benefits provided by
geometric constraints: easier drawing and editing.
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